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Summarv

The authorisation process

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) can grant immunity from the
application of the competition provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (the Act) if it is
satisfied that the benefit to the public from the conduct outweighs any public detriment. The
ACCC conducts a public consultation process to assist it to determine whether a proposed
anangement results in a net public benefit.

The application for revocation and substitution

Myer is seeking revocation of authorisation 440082 and its substitution by a new
authorisation to enable Myer to invite concession businesses operating within Myer Stores
to participate in storewide and category wide discount plomotions, bonus MYER one
points offers, Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions, a Discount Price Matching
Policy and other agreed bonuses.

Public benefit

The ACCC is satisfied that there is public benefit arising from the proposed arangements in the
form of reduced prices for consumers by facilitating the participation of concession businesses
in periodic sales. The ACCC fuither considers that the proposed affangements will generate a
public benefit through the sirnplification of Myer promotions.

Public detriment

The ACCC considers that the ability of concession businesses to elect whether they participate
in the promotions run by Myer and the ability to offer greater discounts or other promotions
outside the Myer promotions is likely to minimise any detdrnent arising from the proposed
affangements.

The ACCC further considers that the proposed affangements are likely to continue to
encourage price competition between Myer and its competitors, in pafiicular other
department stores.

Balance of public benefït and detriment

Overall, the ACCC considers that in all the circumstances, the public benefit clearly outweighs
the public detriment.

The ACCC has decided to revoke authorisation 440082 and grant authorisation 491091 in
substitution. The substitute authorisation is to allow Myer to be able to invite concession
businesses operating within Myer Stores to participate in storewide and category wide discount
promotions, bonus MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions, a
Discount Price Matching Policy and other agreed bonuses. The substitute authorisation has been

to Myer until 30 September 2013.



Length of authorisation

The ACCC generally considers it appropriate to grant authorisation for a limited period of tirne,
so as to allow an authorisation to be reviewed in the light of any changed circumstances.

Myer is seeking authorisation for five years and in this instance, the ACCC considers that a five
year time limit is appropriate. The ACCC has decided to grant substitute authorisation 491091
to the arrangements until 30 September 2013.

Interim authorisation

On 18 June 2008 the ACCC granted interim authorisation to enable Myer to continue to invite
concession businesses to participate in various Myer promotions (including storewide and
category wide discounts, MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions
and a Discount Price Matching Policy) while the ACCC considers the application.

Interim authorisation will remain in place until the date the ACCC's final determination comes
into effect or until the ACCC decides to revoke interim authorisation.
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1,4

1.5

1.6

1. Introduction

Authorisation

The Australian competition and consumer commission (the ACCC) is the
independent Australian Govemrnent agency responsible for administering the Trade
Practices Act 1974 (the Act). A key objective of the Act is to prevent anti-competitive
conduct, thereby encouraging competition and efficiency in business, resulting in a
greater choice for consumers in price, quality and service.

The Act, however, allows the ACCC to grant immunity from legal action in certain
circumstances for conduct that might otherwise raise concerns under the cornpetition
provisions of the Act. One way in which parties may obtain immunity is to apply to the
ACCC for what is known as an 'authorisation'.

The ACCC may 'authorise' businesses to engage in anti-competitive conduct where it
is satisfied that the public benefit fi'om the conduct outweighs any public detriment.

The ACCC conducts a public consultation process when it receives an application for
authorisation. The ACCC invites interested parties to lodge submissions outlining
whether they support the application or not, and their reasons for this.

After considering submissions, the ACCC issues a draft detennination proposing to
either grant the application or deny the application.

Once a draft determination is released, the applicant or any interested party may request
that the ACCC hold a conference. A conference provides all parties with the
opportunity to put oral submissions to the ACCC in response to the draft determination.
The ACCC will also invite the applicant and interested parties to lodge written
submissions commenting on the draft.

The ACCC then reconsiders the application taking into account the comments made at
the conference (if one is requested) and any further submissions received and issues a
final determination. Should the public benefit outweigh the public detriment, the ACCC
may grant authorisation. If not, authorisation may be denied. However, in some cases it
may still be possible to grant authorisation where conditions can be imposed which
sufficiently increase the beneht to the public or reduce the public detliment.

Under section 91C of the Act, the ACCC may revoke an existing authorisation and
grant another authorisation in substitution for the one revoked, at the request of the
person to whom the authorisation was granted. The ACCC must consider the substitute
authorisation in the same manner as the standard authorisation process (outiined in
paragraphs L4 to 1,7),

The application for authorisation

L9 On 3 June 2008 Myer Pty Ltd (Myer) lodged an application for the revocation of
authorisation 440082 and the substitution of authorisation 491091 for the one revoked.

1.7

1.8



1.10

1.11

Myer seeks Levocation of autholisation 440082 and its substitution by a new
authorisation which will enable Myer to invite concession businesses operating within
Myer Stoles to participate in storewide and category wide discount promotions, bonus
MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions, a Discount Price
Matching Policy and other agreed bonuses.

Myer seeks authorisation for a period of five years,

Table 1.1: Chronology of application for authorisation 491091

Interim authorisation

1.72 On 18 June 2008 the ACCC granted interim authorisation to enable Myer to continue to
invite concession businesses to participate in various Myer promotions (inclucling
stolewide ancl category wide discounts, MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer
Visa Card promotions and a Discount Price Matching Policy) while the ACCC
considers the application.

Draft determination

1.13 On 6 August 2008 the ACCC issued a draft determination proposing to revoke
authorisation 440082 and grant authorisation 491091 in substitution. The ACCC
proposed to grant the substitute authorisation fol a period of five vears.

Chronology

Table 1 , 1 provides a chronology of significant dates in the consideration of this
application.

1.r4

ACTION

Application for revocation and substitution lodged with the ACCC,
including an application for interim authorisation.

closing date for submissions fi'om interested parties in relation to the
request for interjm authorisation.

The ACCC grants interirn authorisation.

Closing date for subrnissions from interested parlies in relation to the
substantive application for authorisation.

Draft detennination issued.

Closing date for submissions from interested parties in relation to the draft
determination.

Determination issued.
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2. Background to the application

Background to the industry

2.1 The Australian Bureau of Statistics defines the retail trade industry as including all
businesses mainly engaged in the resale of new or used goods to final consumers for
personal or household consumption ol in selected repair activities such as repair of
household equipment or motor vehicles. Businesses engaged in retail trade include
department stores or other shops, motor vehicle retailers and seruice outlets, stalls, mail
order houses, hawkers, door-to-door sellers, milk vendors, vending machine operators
and consumer cooperatives.'

2.2 During 2007-08 the retail trade industry comprised of an estimated 269,000 businesses.
Major players during 2007-08 included Wesfarmers, Woolworths, NB Flinders
(operating as Myer) and David Jones. During this period it is estimated that the retail
trade industry generated revenue of $321.8 billion and employed approximately 1.5
million people.'

The applicant

2.3 Myer operates 65 department stores in Australia under the Myer name (Myer Stores). A
wide variety of products (including men's, women's and children's apparel, homewales
and electrical goods) and services (including cleaning, beauty, photography and repair
services) are sold by Myer Stores.

2.4 Myer submits that its stores operate in a highly competitive retail environment and
compete with othel department stores and discount stores as well as speciality chains
and shops, direct mail businesses and internet retailers.

Concession businesses

2.5 Myer enters into Licence Agreements with various wholesalers, distributors and
irnporters of clothing and other products and providers of services to permit the
operation of concession businesses within Myer Stores.

2.6 A list of concession businesses operating in Myer Stores as at May 2008 is at
Attachment A.

Concession businesses are bound by the terms of the Licence Agreement covering all
aspects of the operational relationship with Myer. Concession businesses license or rent
floor space from Myer. These 'stores within stores' display and sell only the brand of
product promoted and sold by the relevant concession business and are operated
independently of Myer. Concession businesses are generally expected to staff th e area
full time, and all stock is owned and replenished by the concession business. Prices are

set by the concession business independently of Myer.

' Australian Bureau of Statistics, Retail and l(ltolesale Industries, Australia,2005106 (8622.0)
2IBISWorld, IBISWortd Industry Report- Retail Trade in Austt'qlíq; G, 20 June 2008

2.7
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2.8 Myer notes that this 'store within a store' concept has become a popular way for
suppliers to promote their products to a large number of customers, and is particularly
used for branded men's, women's and children's clothing. It enables suppliers to
highlight their brand name and promote their latest products in specially fitted out
concept areas, benefiting from the large number of customels who shop at Myer Stores.

2.9 Although the concession businesses are independently operated they appear to
customers to be part of the Myer Store and not a separate business. Myer Cards, Myer
Visa Cards, Myer Gift Cards and, for a limited period, Coles Group & Myer Gift Cards
are all accepted as a form of payment by concession businesses, and in some cases
points are awarded under the MYER one loyalty program for purchases, as is the case
for purchases of Myer merchandise.

Licence Agreements

2.I0 The Licence Agreements with the concession businesses license the concession
businesses to use an area with a Myer Store, for a fixed term, usually 2-3 years. A
licence fee is payable to Myer and is usually calculated by reference to the concession
business' net sales. The concession business may use the licensed area only for the
agreed 'Permitted lJse', namely the retail sale of specific branded merchandise, as
detailed in the Licence Agreements. Myer is not prevented by the standard licence
agreement from granting licences to other areas of Myer Stores to other concession
businesses which will compete with the concession business nor from competing itself
with the concession business.

Previous authorisation

2.ll Authorisation 440082 was granted to Myer on 4 June 2003. The authorisation broadly
related to Myer seeking to permit concession businesses opelating within Myer and
Grace Bros department stores and Megamart stores to participate in storewide and
category wide discount promotions, bonus FlyBuys points offers, Coles Myer card
promotions and other agreed bonus offers (for exarnple, buy one item, get a second for
half price).

2.12 Myer notes that it is seeking authorisation for essentially the same substantive conduct.
Myer notes however that the following minor changes are applicable between the
application for authorisation 440082 and the substitute application 491091:

' extension of the proposed conduct to include a Discount Price Matching Policy
(this policy involves offering customers, who have received from a different retail
store an off-er of a lower price on the same product, an offer to match that price.)

. a change of name by Myer from Myer Stores Ltd to Myer Pty Ltd

' sale by Myer of its Megamart stores and the consequent exclusion of such stores
from the defrnition of Myer Stores used in the substitute application

I reÍtoval of Grace Bros from the Myer department stores name and the consequent
exclusion of Grace Bros from the definition of Myer Stores used in this substitute
application

. a change in loyalty program from FlyBuys to MYER one

4



a change of narne for the card attached to that loyalty progam from coles Myer
card to Myer visa card or Myer card. Myer notes that customers may belong to
the MYER one program without having one of these cards

a change in name of the Myer-branded account card from Coles Myer card to
Myer Card and the introduction of a Myer-branded credit card named Myer Visa
Card. Myer notes that customers eam shopping credits on Myer purchases by using
Myer-branded account or credit cards. Customers may also eam shopping credits
on non-Myer purchases by using the Myer Visa Card. Shopping credits are
redeemed for MYER one Gift Cards on accumulation of a prescribed amount.
Myer notes that the Myer Visa Card is subject to a third line forcing notification
N93189

the introduction of Myer-branded gift cards, named coles Group & Myer Gift
Cards and Myer Gift Cards. Myer will continue, for a limited period of
approximately five years, to accept Coles Group & Myer Gift Cards as a form of
payment.

5



3. The application for authorisation

3.1 Myer seeks the revocation of authorisation 440082 and the substitution of authorisation
491091 for the one revoked. The substitute authorisation sought by Myer is for it to
invite concession businesses to participate in Myer promotions which offel customers:

¡ arì. agreed percentage discount on all products sold in Myer Stores

r alt agreed percentage discount on a category of products which inciude some or all
ofthe products offered by concession businesses

' 'bonus' MYER one points upon the purchase of products which include some or
all ofthe products offered by concession businesses

I Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions which relate to some or all of the
products offered by concession businesses

r other agreed bonuses (for example, buy one item, get a second for half price)

' a Discount Price Matching Policy, whereby customers who have received from a
different retail store an offer of a lower price on the same procluct will receive an
offer to match that price.

3.2 Myer submits that it and the concession businesses may be competitors and any
agreement between them on the level of discount or on bonus offers may contravene
section a5(2)(a)(ii) and (b)(ii) of the Act as a result of the application of section 454(1)
þrice fixing). Consequently, Myer has lodged the application for authorisation with the
ACCC.

3.3 Myer notes that it does not intend to require or force concession businesses to
participate in such promotions. If a concession business elects not to participate in a
promotion, the concession business will, in accordance with curent practice, be
excluded from the promotion but will remain at liberty to run altemative promotions as

considered appropriate by the concession business.

3.4 Myer requests that any authorisation granted to it apply to concession businesses
operating in Myer Stores from time to time. Myer notes that the identity and number of
concession businesses operating in Myer Stores varies from time to time as Licence
Agreements expire and new Licence Agteements are entered into.

3.5 Under section 88(10) of the Act, any authorisation granted by the ACCC is
automatically extended to cover any person who becomes party to the contract,
affangement or understanding at some time in the future,

3.6 Myel seeks authorisation for a period of five years.



4. Submissions received bv the ACCC

4.I Myer provided a supporting submission with its application for authorisation. The
ACCC also sought submissions from around 80 interested parties potentially affected
by the application, including concession stores, major retail outlets, retail and consumer
associations. The ACCC received no submissions prior to issuing the draft
determination.

4.2 On 6 August 2008 the ACCC issued a draft determination proposing to revoke
authorisation 440082 and grant authorisation 491091 in substitution. The ACCC
proposed to grant the substitute authorisation for a period of five years.

4.3 A conference was not requested in relation to the draft determination. The ACCC
received no submissions following the release of the draft determination.

4.4 The views of Myer are outlined in the ACCC's evaluation of the proposed
arrangements in Chapter 6 of this determination.
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-5. The net public benefit test

5.1 Under section 91C of the Act, the ACCC may revoke an existing authorisation and
grant another authorisation in substitution for the one revoked, at the lequest of the
person to whom the authorisation was granted or another person on behalf of such a
person.

5.2 In order for the ACCC to revoke an existing authorjsation and grant a substitute
authorisation, the ACCC must consider the substitute authorisation in the same manner
as the standard authorisation process (as outlined in Chapter 1).

5.3 Broadly under section 91C(7) the ACCC must not make a determination revoking an
authorisation and substituting another authorisation unless the ACCC is satisfied that
the relevant statutory tests are met.

Application 491091

5.4 Myer is seeking a substitute authorisation under section 88(1) of the Act to make and
give effect to a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of
which would have the pulpose, or would have or might have the effect, of substantially
lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of the Act. The relevant tests
for this application are found in sections 90(6) and 90(7) of the Act.

5.5 In respect of the making of and giving effect to the alrangements, sections 90(6) and
90(7) of the Act state that the ACCC shall not authorise a provision of a proposed
contract, arrangement or understanding, other than an exclusionary provision, unless it
is satisfied in all the circumstances that:

r the provision of the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding would result,
or be likely to result, in a benefit to the public and

' this benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any
lessening of competition that would result, or be likely to result, if the proposed
contract or affangement was made and the provision concerned was given effect to.

The Tribunal has stated that the test under section 90(6) i^s limited to a consideration of
those detriments arising from a lessening of competition.'

However, the Tribunal has previously stated that regarding the test under section 90(6):

[the] fact that the only public detriment to be taken into account is lessening of competition does
not mean that other detriments are not to be weighed in the balance when a judgment is being made.
Something relied upon as a benefit may have a beneficial, and also a detrimental, effect on society.

Atstralian As.socicttion of Pathology Prctctices Incorporated [2004] ACompT 4;7 Aprll2004. This view was
supporled inVFF Chicken Meat Growet's' Boltç6¡ lythoriscttion [2006] AcornpTg aI"paragtaph6T.

5.6

5.7

B



5.8

Such detrimental effect as it has must be considered in order to determine the extent of its beneficial
effect.a

Consequently, given the similarity of wording between section 90(6) and 90(1), when
applying these tests the ACCC can take most, if not all, detriments likely to result from
the relevant conduct into account either by looking at the detrirnent side of the equation
or when assessing the extent of the benefits.

Definition of public benefTt and public detriment

5.9 Public benefit is not defined in the Act. However, the Tribunal has stated that the term
should be given its widest possible meaning. In parlicular, it includes:

...anything of value to the community generally, aíry contribution to the aims pursued by
society including as one of its principle elements ... the achievement of the economic goals of
efficiency and progress.s -

Public detriment is also not defined in the Act but the Tribunal has eiven the conceot a
wide ambit, including:

...any impairment to the community generally, any harm or damage to the aims pursued by the
society inc_luding as one of its principal elements the achievement of the goal of economic
efficiency.o

s.10

F uture with-and-without test

5.1 1 The ACCC applies the 'future with-and-without test' established by the Tribunal to
identify and weigh the public benefit and public detriment generated by arrangements
for which authorisation has been sought.'

Under this test, the ACCC compares the public benefit and anti-cornpetitive detriment
generated by arrangements in the future if the authorisation is granted with those
generated if the authorisation is not granted. This requires the ACCC to predict how the
relevant markets will react if authorisation is not granted. This prediction is referred to
as the'counterfactual'.

5,12

Length of authorisation

5.13 The ACCC can grant authorisation for a limited period of time.8

Re Association of Consulting Engineers, Australia (1981) ATPR 40-2-2 at 42788. See also: Media Council cqse
(1978) ATPR 40-058 aL l7606; and Application of Southern Cross Beverages Pty. Ltd., Cadbuty Schweppes Pty
Ltd and Amatil Ltdfor review (1981) ATPR 40-200 at42,763,42766.
Re 7-Eleven Stores (1994) ATPR 41-357 at 42,671 . See also Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd
(1916) ATPR 40-012 at77,242,
Re 7-Eleven Stores (1994) ATPR 4l-351 at42,683,
Australian Performing Rights Association (1999) ATPR 4l-'701 ar42,936. See also for example: Australian
AssociationofPathologyPracticeslncorporated(2004)ATPR4l-985 at"48,556;ReMediaCouncilofAustralia
(No.2) (1987) ATPR 40-774 at48,4r9.
Section 9l(1).

o

'7
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Conditions

5.I4 The Act also allows the ACCC to grant authorisation subject to conditions.e

Future and other parties

5.15 Applications to make or give effect to contracts, arangements or understandings that
might substantially lessen competition or constitute exclusionary provisions may be
expressed to extend to:

r persons who become part¡r to the contract, anangement or understanding at some
time in the future''

I persons named in the authorisation as being aparty or a proposed party to the
contract, arrangement or understanding. "

10



6. ACCC evaluation

6.1 The ACCC's evaluation of the proposed an'angements is in accordance with the net
public benefit test outlined in Chapter 5 of this determination. As required by the test, it
is necessary for the ACCC to assess the likely public benefits and detriments flowing
from the proposed arrangements.

The market

6.2 The first step in assessing the effect of the conduct for which the substitute
authorisation is sought is to consider the relevant market(s) affected by that conduct.

6.3 Myer submits that it competes in a market which, at its narrowest, is the market for
retailing products through departments stores and, at its broadest, the market for
retailing products to customers.

6.4 Myer subrnits that a wide range of products and services are offered by concession
businesses in Myer Stoles. These concession businesses compete in a range of product
markets, such as the markets for retail men's, women's and children's clothing.

6.5 Myer submits that it is subject to strong competition from department stores offering a
similar range of products to those offered in the Myer Stores, in particular David Jones
and discount depafiment stores, as well as from specialty chains and individual stores
which sell products that compete with part of the product range sold by Myer Stores.

6.6 The ACCC notes that while some consumers may prefer to shop in department stores,
as opposed to specialty chains and individual stores, due to the convenience that
shopping in a department store may offer, there is a high degree of substitutability
between retail products sold through deparlment stores, and those sold through other
retailers. In many cases department stores and other retailers stock identical products.

6.7 For the purpose of assessing this application, the ACCC considers the relevant area of
competition is likely to be the market for the retail supply of products sold by
department stores andlor their concession businesses.

6.8 The ACCC does not consider it necessary to precisely define the market in this case
since the outcome of the assessment would not be affected,

The counterfactual

6.9 As noted in Chapter 5 of this determination, in order to identify and measure the public
benefrt and public detriment generated by conduct, the ACCC applies the 'future with-
and-without test'.

6.10 Myer submits that concession businesses may be considered to be competitors of Myer
for the purposes of the Act. In light of this, Myer's practice prior to authorisation
440082 was to exclude concession businesses from all promotions run by Myer.
Consequently, concession businesses were expressly excluded from Myer promotions
under which customers were offered fixed percentage discounts or benefits storewide
or on categories ofproducts or services that included those offered by concession

11



businesses. Myer submits that many Myer storewide or depafimental promotions were
subject to numerous exclusions, which detracted from the attractiveness and clarity of
the offer and risked confusing customers. It also rneant that customers could not obtain
access to the products sold by concession businesses at these discount prices, unless the
concession business independently decided to engage in a similar promotion.

Myer notes that where it operated promotions which excluded a concession business,
that concession business was free to either retain its current prices, reduce prices
(whether or not by the same amount as Myer) or increase prices. Myer notes that often,
concession businesses independently decided to promote a discount or sale price at the
same time as a Myer promotion, although the percentage cliscount offered to customers
was usually less than the discount offered by Myer.

On this basis, the ACCC considers that in the absence of authorisation, concession
businesses would be excluded from participating in discount promotions run by Myer.

Public benefït

6.r3 Myer submits that the proposed anangements will deliver public benefìts, including
reduced prices to custorners and simplification of Myer promotions. An assessment of
the public benef,rts claimed by Myer follows.

Reduced prices to customers

Myer's submission

6.1 1

6.t2

6.r4

6.15

ACCC's view

6.t6

6.tl

Myer submits that the conduct over the period of authorisation A40082 has resulted in
reduced prices to customels.

Myer submits that concession businesses were encouraged to join with Myer in
storewide or category discount promotions at increased discount levels or offer
additional benefìts or bonuses to customers for products which are often perceived by
customers as being 'prestige' brands.

The ACCC considers that the extent to which reduced prices will be available to
consumers will depend on the extent of participation by concession businesses in the
proposed affangements. In this regard, the ACCC notes that no concession business has
indicated to the ACCC that it opposes the proposed arrangements.

The ACCC further considers that concession businesses are likely to benefit from
participation in the proposed alrangements through increased exposure of their brands
through inclusion in Myer promotions, including inclusion in sale catalogues and other
advertising, and through an increased ability to offer non price discounts,

The ACCC considers that concession businesses are likely to participate in the
proposed affangements. The ACCC notes that given the large number of Myer stores

operating throughout Australia, the number of concession businesses operating within
those stores and the range of products offered by these concession businesses, this is
likely to result in significant discounts across araîge of retail goods being offered to

6.18
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consumers across Australia, in addition to those offered through existing Myer
promotions.

6.19 The ACCC notes that nothing currently precludes concession businesses fiom matching
price discounts and other promotional activities offered by Myer. Concession
businesses are also likely to benefit from the cost savings and convenience associated
with being included in Myer run promotions as opposed to having to coordinate and
finance individual promotions.

6.20 The ACCC considers that this is likely to further increase the incentives for concession
businesses to participate in the proposed arrangements and thlough their participation
the likelihood of reduced prices being passed on to consumers.

6.21 To the extent that the proposed arrangements will result in reduced prices to
consumers, the ACCC considers this to be a public benefit.

Simplification of Myer promotions

Myer's subntission

6.22 Myer submits that customers benefit from the simplification of Myer promotions by the
inclusion of concession businesses during the promotions. Myer notes that general
percentage discount offers were able to be made on a storewide or category basis with
only those concession businesses which chose to opt out excluded from the promotion.

6.23 Myer submits that since many customers do not distinguish between Myer and
concession businesses, there is a risk of confusion resulting from the exclusion of a
large number of concession businesses from any overall promotion.

ACCC's view

6.24 In authorisation 440082, the ACCC accepted that consumers will benefit from the
simplif,rcation of Myer promotions by the inclusion of concession businesses in these
promotions. At that time, it was noted that Myer storewide and category wide
prornotions are subject to numerous exclusions.

6.25 The ACCC accepts that the proposed affangements will, in the case of those concession
businesses participating in the proposed arrangements, alleviate confusion resulting
from the exclusion of a large number of concessions businesses from any overall
promotion. However, the ACCC has received no evidence to suggest that this is a
major concem for consumers.

ACCC conclusion on public benefits

6.26 For the reasons outlinecl above the ACCC accepts that there is public benefit arising
from the proposed arrangements in the form of reduced prices for consumers by
facilitating the participation of concession businesses in periodic sales. The ACCC
further considers that the proposed anangements will generate a public benefit through
the simplification of Myer promotions.

13



Public detriment

Myer believes the proposed arrangements will enhance competition in the relevant
markets. In particular, Myer submits that general storewide or category wide
promotions by Myer Stores at agreed discount levels will encoulage price competition
by other retailers. Myer submits that such effects have been evident during the period
of authorisation 440082.

An assessment of the public detriment generated by the proposed arrangements
follows.

6.21

6.28

Limiting discounts by concession businesses

Myer's submission

6.29

6.30

6.31

6,32

ACCC's view

6.33

Myer submits that the only competitive detriment which could possibly flow from the
proposed conduct is that it might be seen as having the effect of limiting discounts by
concession businesses. Myer submits that this is not the case and that authorisation
440082 evidences the fact that the affangements will not lead to a reduction in the
percentage discounts or bonuses offered by concession businesses.

Myer notes that prior to authorisation 440082, concession businesses almost
universally offered a smaller percentage discount in independent promotions than the
discounts offered by Myer as part of a Myer storewide or category wide prornotion.

Myer submits that during the period of authorisation 440082 the concession businesses
could elect not to participate in a Myer promotion if they either did not wish to conduct
a promotion or wished to conduct their own promotion, including offering customers a
larger discount or alternative offers. Myer notes that participation in Myer promotions
has assisted concession businesses to develop their exposure and increase sales, by
accessing Myer advertising campaigns and the large number of customers who shop at
Myer Stores.

Myer submits that agreement on storewide or category percentage discounts or other
offers has made Myer Stores and the concession businesses more competitive in the
relevant markets during the period of authorisation 440082by encouraging concession
businesses to offer larger discounts or additional benefits to customers. Myer submits
that the reduced exclusions and increased inclusion of the big brand names which are
looked for by customers has increased the competitiveness of Myer Stores' promotions
with other stores.

In authorisation 440082 the ACCC noted that it would be concerned if, having
authorised the amangements, the effect of those affangements would be to limit
discounts by concession businesses.

The ACCC accepted in authorisation 440082 thaT whele concession businesses do
pafücipate in Myer promotions they are likely to offer larger discounts to their
customers than would be the case through their own independently run promotions.

6.34
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6.35 The ACCC notes that concession businesses are under no obligation to participate in
promotions run by Myer, and where they elect not to participate, they remain free to
offer any price discount or other promotional activity they consider appropriate. The
ACCC considers that concession businesses would be free to offer discounts in excess
of those offered by Myer through its joint promotions.

ACCC conclusion on public detriments

6.36 The ACCC considers that the ability of concession businesses to elect whether they
participate in the promotions run by Myer and the ability to offer greater discounts or
other promotions outside the Myer promotions is likely to minimise any detriment
arìsing from the proposed arrangements.

6.37 The ACCC further considers that the proposed arrangements are likely to continue to
encourage price competition between Myer and its competitors, in particular other
departrnent stores.

Balance of public benefÏt and detriment

6,38 The ACCC may only grant authorisation if it is satisfied that, in all the circurnstances,
the proposed arrangements are likely to result in a public benefit that will outweigh any
public detriment.

In the context of applying the net public benefit test at section 90(8)t2 of the Act, the
Tribunal commented that:

... something-more than a negligible benefit is required before the power to grant authorisation can
be exercised,''

6.40 The ACCC is satisfied that there is public benefit arising from the proposed
affangements in the form of reduced prices for consumers by facilitating the
participation of concession businesses in periodic sales. The ACCC fuither considers
that the proposed alrangements will generate a public benefit through the simplification
of Myer promotions.

The ACCC considers that the ability of concession businesses to elect whether they
participate in the promotions run by Myer and the ability to offer greater discounts or
other promotions outside the Myer promotions is likely to minimise any detriment
arising from the proposecl arrangements.

The ACCC further considers that the proposed arrangements are likely to increase price
competition between Myer and its competitors, in particular other department stores.

On balance, the ACCC considers the public benefit clearly outweighs the public
detriment.

6.39

6.41

6,42

6.43

T2

13

The test at 90(8) of the Act is in essence that conduct is likely to result in such a benefit to the public that it
should be allowed to take place.
Re Application by Michael Jools, President of the NSW Taxi Drivers Association [2006] ACompT 5 at
paragraph22.
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Length of authorisation

6.44 The ACCC generally considers it appropriate to grant authorisation for a limited period
of time, so as to allow an authorisation to be reviewed in the light of any changed
circumstances.

6.45 In this instance, Myer seeks authorisation for a period of five years.

6.46 Myer submits that the Licence Agreement with concession businesses have varying
terms and termination dates and notes that it is not possible for the period of
authorisation to be tied to the term of the various Licence Agreements.

6.47 Myer notes that a period of fìve years will enable a wide range of discount promotions
to be offered to customers for that period of tirne.

6.48 The ACCC considers that a five year time limit is appropriate. The ACCC grants
substitute authorisation 491091 to the arrangements until 30 Septemb er 2073.
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7. Determination

The application

7.I On 3 June 2008 Myer lodged an application for the revocation of authorisation 440082
and the substitution of authorisation 491091 for the one revoked.

7 .2 Myer seeks authorisation to enable Myer to invite concession businesses operating
within Myer Stores to participate in storewide and category wide discount promotions,
bonus MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions, a
Discount Price Matching Policy and other agreed bonuses.

1.3 Application 491091 was made using Form B Schedule 1, of the Trade Practices
Regulations 1974. The application was made under subsection 88(1) of the Act to make
and give effect to a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision
of which would have the purpose, or would have or might have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of the Act.

The net public benefit test

7.4 For the reasons outlined in Chapter 6 of this determination, the ACCC considers that in
all the circumstances the arrangernents for which the substitute authorisation is sought
are likely to result in a public benefit that would clearly outweigh the detriment to the
public constituted by any lessening of competition arising frorn the arrangements.

Conduct for which the ACCC grants authorisation

7.5 The ACCC revokes authorisation 440082 and grants authorisation 491091 in
substitution to allow Myer to invite concession businesses to participate in Myer
promotions which offer customers:

' an agreed percentage discount on all products sold in Myer Stores

r an agreed percentage discount on a category of products which include some or all
ofthe products offered by concession businesses

' 'bonus' MYER one points upon the purchase of products which include some or
all ofthe products offered by concession businesses

' Myer Card and Myer Visa Card promotions which relate to some or all of the
products offered by concession businesses

' other agreed bonuses (for example, buy one item, get a second for half price)

' a Discount Price Matching Policy, whereby customers who have received from a
different retail store an offer of a lower price on the same product will receive an
offer to match that price.

7 .6 The ACCC gtants the substitute authorisation until 30 Septemb er 2073.
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Interim authorisation

7.1 On 18 June 2008 the ACCC granted interirn authorisation to enable Myer to continue to
invite concession businesses to participate in var-ious Myer promotions (including
storewide and category wide discounts, MYER one points offers, Myer Card and Myer
Visa Card promotions and a Discount Price Matching Policy) while the ACCC
considers the application.

7.8 Interim authorisation will remain in place until the date the ACCC's final determination
comes into effect or until the ACCC decides to revoke interim authorisation.

Date authorisation comes into effect

7.9 This determination is made on 3 September 2008. If not application for review of the
determination is made to the Australian Competition Tribunal, it will come into force
on25 September 2008.
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Attachment A

Clothing concessionaires

Alan Pinkus KICKZ101
Anthea Crawford Levi's Concept Stole
Baku Marc Cain/Gerard Darel, Lucia, Pablo & Kenzo Jeans
Bang-On Custom T-Shirts Marcs

CarlaZampatti Nicholas Green
CEO Nique
Charlie Brown Perri Cutten
Cheekee Pilgrim Clothing
Country Road Politix
Cue Polo Ralph Lauren
Dangerfield Princess Highway
David Lawrence Review
Dom Bagnato Rhodes & Beckett/Boston Brothers
Ed Hardy Rodd & Gunn
Esprit Scooter
Feathers Sportscraft
Formal Hire Steve Madden
Ghetto TS14+
Hugo Boss Vicious Threads
Jigsaw Zelus
Food concessionaires
Gloria Jeans Coffees Hudsons Coffee
Ilomewares concessionaires
Fissler Swarovski
Rogue Home Villeroy & Boch
Royal Doulton Waterford'Wedgwood
Services concessionaires
A moment in Time Photography Santas Photo Factory
Cavallo Nero Ticketmaster
City Lotto Travelworld Liverpool
Laubman and Pank Zmay Salon
Portrait Place
Other concessionaires
Elite Fitness Virsin
Kit Cosmetics


